AT A GLANCE
We spoke to Callum Smith, Head of

Development, at AutoProtect about working with
develop. This is what he had to say.

AUTOPROTECT'S CHALLENGES
At AutoProtect Group we have struggled with

AUTOPROTECT'S CHALLENGES
Direct-to-market offering
Standing out from the crowd
Attracting the best candidates

direct-to-market job offerings attracting the

correct kind of candidate. As an organisation

whose primary focus is not technology, it’s hard
to stand out of a crowd with a simple job role

and spec. Our company is actually really exciting
from a technology perspective, with a large

software development department creating very

DEVELOP'S BENEFITS
Reduced our time to hire
Honest
Trustworthy
Quality candidates

modern tech-stack applications. In-spite of this

we were struggling to hit the mark with potential
candidates, then we met develop.

SOLUTIONS

WORKING WITH DEVELOP

develop have expertly represented our job

develop strike a keen balance

to find people almost immediately as roles hit the

informality; easily conforming to your

offerings to potential candidates. They also seem
job market, which means more often than not

you’re taking the first bite of the apple with a
potential candidate.

Our interview process is very slick, but even still
we don’t like wasting either our or the

candidates time when they are unsuitable for a

role. develop have been very good at proposing
the right kind of candidates and are very honest
around how they consider the candidate and
how they’ll fit into the role and our company.

Ultimately, develop are a recruitment partner
who want to find candidates that help your

business succeed. Their focus is on finding the
people who will fit your business, culture, and
vision, not people who simply fill a seat.

between professionality and relaxed
way of working they are experts at

their field. Most importantly everyone
at develop is honest and trustworthy.

Even with very competitive senior roles
that we knew we would struggle to fill,

develop have managed to turn around
success through regular valuable

communication, proposing quality

candidates and having a real keen
eye for detail.

Very quickly we went from a panel of
five recruiters down to an exclusivity

with develop simply because on every
metric you could put on a recruitment
firm, they have excelled.

